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 Since1998a vocabulaly component has been a requirement of the fi耐year discussion

class at O』」C．1n addition both H肥t and second year students are able to take specialized

Academic VocabulaW cou帽es．Finally second year students are required to leam

vocabulaW in their Topic Studies m c－asses．This paper discusses what it means to know a

vocabula収item．lt goes on to1ogk at how vocabulaW leaming is incorporated into certain

cou帽es at O』』C．Finauy it discusses ways of teaching vocabulaIy receptively and

productively．
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                 抄     録

 大阪女学院短期大学ではユ998年度より語彙が1年次ディスカッションクラスの必須項目

となっている。加えてユ、2年生どちらもAcademic VocabulaWのコースを履修するこ

とが可能である。さらに2年ではTopic Studies l11の授業で語彙を学ぶことが必須となっ

ている。本稿は「語を知っている」ということがどういう意味をもっているのかについて

論じ乱さらに大阪女学院短大のコースにおいて語彙学習がどのように組み込まれている

かを検証する。しめくくりに受動的語彙と能動的語彙をどのように教えるかについても論

じる。

キーワード1受動的 能動的 語彙習得 語句

（2002年9月ユ2日 受理）
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lmtrOd11CtiOm

   During the last four years，there has been an increasing amount of interest in

vocabulaW acquisition among the teaching staff at O』』C．Numerous articles have been

written in past kiyos．These are summarized in Comwell and Bram1ey（2002）e1sewhere in

this joumal．1n addition a number of steps have been taken to address vocabu1ary leaming

in O』』C’s course materials．This paper discusses what it means to know a vocabulaW item．

It goes on to look at how vocabu1aW learning is incorporated into certain cou帽es at OJJC．

Fina11y it discusses ways of teaching vocabulaワreceptively and productively。

冊atdoesitme㎜1o‘㎞ow，avocab皿1町it6m？

Nation（1994）suggests that the fo11owing］ist comprises knowledge of a word．

Being able to understand the spoken form of the word

Being able to pronounce the word

Being able to spell the word

Being able to write the word

Knowing the underlying meaning oi the word

Knowing the range of meanings of a word

Knowing the grammatical pattems the word lits int0

Knowing the a肘ixes a word can take

Knowing the grammatical pattems a word Hts int0

Knowing the words that fit into the same lexical sets

Knowing the typical associations of the word

Knowing the range of co11ocations of the word

Knowing whether the use of the word is limited by considerations oi po1iteness，

Gender，age，countW，formality，and so on．

Knowing whether the word is commonly used or not

Being able to use the word receptive1y and productively

（pp．121－122）

   Productive knowledge of a word，as suggested in Nation’s1ast point，means what a

leamer can do with the words，the degree to which leame肥。an use and manipulate the

words in different lexica1environments．Productive knowledge of a word depends on the

writer or speaker to perform tasks that require use oi words．A1though by no means an

exhaustive1ist，the lollowing suggested tasks might be considered indicato肥。f ability to

use a word productively．
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Writing T砥ks

    Being ab1e to：

    arrange words in a meaningful sentence．

    choose a word and insert it into a sentence in吐s co町ect context，

    write a word you hear with erro帽permitted as long as the word is recognizable．

   write a word you11ear with completeiy correct spelling．

   write a word naming an obiect or activity you see in a picture．

    write a word you see a picture ohn a sentence with erro帽pemitted as long as the

   word is recognizable．

    write a word you see a pictu了e of in a sentence in its correct context with grammatical

    erro㎎pemitted as long as the communicative meaning of the sentence is

    unmistakabIe．

    write a set mmber of words in a sentence in a meaningM sentence．

   write a description of a picture incorporating a list or words you have previously

   studied and can see，

    write a description of a picture inco叩。rating a list of words which you have studied

    but cannot see．

   write a short stoW incorporating a series oi given words used correctly．

    fill in blan㎞in a passage with words using contextual cIues．

Speaking Tasks

   To say a word that you see a picture of with good pronunciation．

    To say a word you see a picture of in a sentence in its correct grammatical context．

    To give an oral report of something you wrote about before using a set number of

    vocabula巾tems．

    To rete11a stoW you heard or read an hour before featuring a number of required

    vocabu1aW items which you can see．

    To reteu a stoW or exp1ain or present something you heard－n the past incorporating a

    set number of vocabulaW items－

    To use previously studied words on a pa血icular theme in a discussion on a given

    topic．

    1t is dear that the tasks above are dassroom－b砥ed rather than real world tasks．They

are aimed at getting students to demonstrate their competence in using words they have

studied in classroom settings．The contro11ed nature of the tasks attempおto a11ow students

to demonstrate the degree to which they have active mastery of vocabulaW items一
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How is Vocab111㎜’y Leamimg lmco叩。mted i1並。 C1㏄ses at O』JC？

1．Co肥S111dies lll（Digc118sioI1）固耐t Year C1a㏄e8・

    In redesigning the H帽t year courses at O」』C in 1998，the necessily ol having a

vocabulaW component was addrα；sed for the first time．The four units of the new

Curriculum now include a total of eight vocabulaly lists containing key words re1ated to

the topics the students are studying．Vocabu1aly leaming is a required part of the ii帽t year

discussion cou帽e．lt is dealt with in a five pa直。ycle which is designed to bui1d and

reinforce students’receptive，and to some degree active vocabulaW knowledge－As the

components are dealt wlth m another artlcle m thls Klyo（Comweu and Bramley，2002），

the live pa池。f the cyc1e are briefly summarized here．

Word u5幅

    Students study a1ist of words massociated with any meanings．This provides initial

exposure to the words to be1eamed．The words are taken from the video1ectures－There

are two of these in each unit and they are compu1soIy－

Ma量d1i皿g Ac血vi血e8

    Students are required to match the same set of words with a set of meanings－Teache帽

and students check the answe帽together in dass thus reinforcing the students1knowledge

and acceptance of the words－

V阯eo lecl㎜肥

    Students listen to the lecture for the unit and answer comprehension questions about

the Iecture．This is a passive recognition exercise．

Vocab111aI．y im Comle苅

    Students see sentences that contain definitions of the words they have studied in

di肘erent contexts than the video lecture，They have to rep1ace the definition with a

suitable word．ln addition they may have to change the form of the word to make iHit

suitably into the sentence．This exercise auows students to take the fi帽t step to achieving a

more active know1edge onhe word．

vocabl11a町Q皿iz

    ln this quiz students see twelve words and hear10definitions－They have to match the

correct word to the definition they hear．

2．■opic S－lldie5111Cla艶es

    These are current a肘ai鴨。1asses in which second year students study a news topic in

some depth The vocabulaW component o－thls course ls veIy mportant，accountmg ior

not on1y part oi the students’weekly grade．but a1so ror one third of the tota1score oi the

fina1examination．
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Vocab111a町Matc11img Exemi8e

    ln this cou帽e vocabu1aIy is highlighted at the beginning of each topic，Teachers in

cha㎎e or preparing materials for a topic choose approximately twenty words that appear

in a two－minute TV news reporしThey use these words to make a vocabulaW matching

exercise along the same1ines as the vocabulaW matching exercises found in the Core

Studies m（Discussion）classes－As in the first year cou帽e students wm encounter the

words on the list as they negotiate their way through the comprehension questions for the

topic．

Tr㎜㏄卵1W㎡timg趾emi㏄

    Students have to listen to，and transcribe parts of the news report．As far as the

vocabulaIy component ol a unit is concemed，the words in the vocabulaW matching

e丈ercise wiH be repeated and thus reinforced－ln addition to recognizing the vocabu1aW

items they hear，students wi11 be required to write some of the vocabulaW items down，

thus bringing basic active vocabulary skiHs into p1ay．

Di㏄ms5io11Activ吋

    Students are required to discuss certain aspects of the topic．地 they prepare the

discussion questions for homework，it is1ikely that they wi11rind the need to use some ol

the words in the vocabulaW1isHo express themselves more completely．ln addition，as

they discuss some of the questions in the class actMty it is possible that they may find the

need to say some6f the words on the list．This activity therefore provides an oppo耐uni蚊

1or students to use vocabulary actively．

vocab111ary Q11iz

    At the end ol each topic vocabulaIy is tested in a short quiz．This quiz uses exactly the

same format as the Core Studies m（Discussion）vocabulaW quiz．

Vocabml㎜y1’e8“11tIle FimaI Examim杣iom

    The Hnal examination tests students on a total of thi町vocabulaIy items taken from

the units studied during the tem．The format of the vocabulaW section of the linal

examination is similar to the class quiz except students see groups o｛6words and hear five

delinitions per group．

3・Academic Vocab111a町C1㎜㏄5

    Academic VocabulaW courses are designed diflerently by di肘erent teachers according

to a common set of objectives．They are taught at both the1ntermediate and Advanced

Level，

    Academic VocabulaIy cou肥es have a total of10classes．They are taught once a week．

The aim of the cou帽e is for students to study the meaning of vocabulaW as it is used in

context and then to show that they not only understand－he words，but can also use them
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productively by writing them in sentences in difierent contexts with the same meanings■n

addition there－is a focus on formal understanding of words．Students are required to

understand what kind of words they are．This means that they must a1so practice dictionaW

ski11s．The tasks which students are involved in foster both receptive and productive use of

English．l approach my Academic Vocabula1y classes in the foHowing way＝

Readimg Pa8sage8

   The vocabu1aW comes from a variety of books and newspaper articles．Students are

required to read the passages for homework and choose舳een or more words which they

want to1eam．This motivates students by giving them a free choice of what to leam．

Dictiom｛町Work Amd Voc曲㎜1町Notebooks

   Students find the words they have chosen in an English－English dictionaIy and in their

vocabu1aW notebook they write the word，what part of speech it is，the definition o〔he

word，and an example sentence showing how the word is used in the context they

originally found it in their reading passage．In addition they are free to find out the

』apanese definition oいhe word i〔hey want to．This formal work enhances students’

dictionaW ski11s，and in addition makes them focus on the meanings of words in context，

rather than as isolated items．

Pr叩㎞皿g a C1欄1）ic誠。ma町㎜d a Word此t

   A selection of the words that the students choose is written in the class dictionaW

along with definitions and meanings．This en岬in the class dictionaW forms a word list

that will be used to prepare further exercises and quizzes．ldeally this1ist shou1d be chosen

by the students．However due to time constraints this is usua11y done by the teacher

Vocab㎜1ary l11Comlexl Exercises

   These are given in the week fo11owing the vocabu1aW notebook work and fo11ow the

same formula as those given in Core Studies m courses．The definitions used in the

vocabulkaW in context exercises are the same as those which appear in the class

dictionary．

vocab㎜lary Q皿izzes

   These are given in the week fo11owing the Vocabula収1n Context exercise，They follow

the same pattem as the vocabulaW quizzes given in Core Studies m and Topic Studies m－

The items are selected rrom the VocabulaW in Context exercise．

    ln the Academic Vocabu1aW course therefore students are exposed to the same words

a number of times over a period of three weeks、（See sample C1ass Schedule in Appendix

l）．They first encounter the words in reading passages，then find them in－dictionaries and

write them in a vocabulaly notebook with the same meanings but in different contexts．

Next they are required to use them again in a vocabulaly in context exercise and Hnally

they have to take a short quiz using the items．In addition，at the end oi the course，each
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student is presented with a c1ass dictionaW containing the words se1ected for word1ists

they have studied throughout the course．

   This constant and repeated exposure to vocabulaW items is one thing that helps

students to leam them．According to Nation（1990）leamers may have to encounter a word

between five and sixteen times before it is leamed．While greater exposwe to the words is

obviously desirable，this is not possible to achieve within the framework of this course．The

class exercises make students employ various receptive and productive ski11s．They are

required to wrestle with the meaning of vocabulaW as it is used in a particular context

rather than just memorizing a definition that is not connected to any speciHc context．They

have to consider a number of possib1e definitions of a word and choose the comect one．

This action can he1p to widen students’perceptions of the possible meanings of a word．

Productive vocabulaW exercises such as using words in sentences that students create

themse1ves means that students are also leaming how the word fits into a grammatica1

framework，

   1t is clear lrom these three examples that the leaming of vocabu1aW has a definite role

in courses at O」」C－However in order for students to completely know vocabulaW it is

important that activities are geared towards acceptable and proven definitions of what

constitutes know1edge of vocabu1aW in both a receptive and a productive sense．Therefore

one important thing to do now is to1ook for receptive and productive ways of working

with vocabu1aW．This paper wi11 conclude by1ooking at some ways students receptive and

productive vocabu1aW may be enhanced further and what kind of materia1s may be

employed to achieve this，

1㎜pmvi11g R6ce帥ve Vocab㎜1町

   Nattinger（1991）suggests that receptive knowledge of words can be improved by

enhancing understanding，enhancing storage in memoW and through perception and

action（P．62－67）。In order to enhance unde嶋tanding it is important for leamers to

recognize coη炮〃。’口e5，as this is the most often used method of understanding unfamiliar

words．Guesses can be guided by such things as the title，the topic and other words in the

discourse，Clarke and Silberstein（1977）demonstrate ways in which context c1ues can help

students understand the meanings of unfamiliar words．They suggest exercises that get

students to guess the meanings of words according to the type of sentence they are in．For

example in a cause and e肘ect sentence such as the one below students might be able to

guess the meaning oピaverted’．

By raising workers－wages and improving their conditions the companyωe胞d the

threatened strike．
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0r by association，with words such as‘barman’and‘beer’they might be able to guess the

meaning oピtankard．’

   The barman removed the foη々。〃from the she1f and mled it with beer．

                                                            （My examp1es）

   Students wou1d obviously need to be trained in such a ski11．For example，exercises

that prime students to look for such c1ues in context might be included in pre reading or

pre1istening questions．

   Paying attention to word morpho1ogy is another technique which would improve

students’ability to guess words．lf students memorize the meanings of a付ixes and word

stems，it is possib1e that they wi11be able to guess the meanings of words they have never

seen beiore with a fair degree of accuracy．This technique may be unsuitable－or indusion

in mainline courses such as Core Studies m and Topic Studies m but it could be a suitab1e

component in an academic vocabu1aly course．

   Various techniques have be色n proposed in order to improve students’memoW of

words such as’od，in which leamers p1ace a visual image of the item in an imagined

scene and remember the item by remembering the scene，and々eγωo”d5in which leame帽

associate an item in L2with a simi1ar sounding word in Ll as an aid to remembering it，for

examp1e，if students found the word‘cite’in Eng1ish difficuit to leam，they could associate

it with a simi1ar sounding word in」apanese，such as’sai’（Rhinoceros）一1f1eame帽imagine

a large rhinoceros ca11ed’Saito senseiリecturing to students and making quotations irom

P1ato or Aristotle，it may provide an image foパ。ite。’lnteresting as these methods are，

unfortunately none of them seem particularly relevant or possible to・incorporate into

classes at0』』C．

   The idea of perception and action relies on creating interactional associations among

words which are taught and is said to improve the potential of their acquisitionσulving

and Thompson，1977）．乃fo’P妙∫た。’他5ρoη∫e，σPR），（Asher，1969），uses this kind of

interaction．The active component of TPR is said to resu1t in students1eaming more than

they wou1d in a passive situation，However TPR is unlikely to be able to help the more

advanced leaming which is feature of O」」C as it deals more with action associated

vocabulary．

    Researchers a1so suggest that to improve productive vocabulaW，leame肥need to

improve the way they use vocabulaW，improve vocabulaW retrieval and use lexical

phrases。 （Nattinger， 1991）． Learners can be encouraged to produce vocabulary by

ρ〃g加’zαわη，or urging students to do the best they can to communicate by using the

words they have and to avoid excessive self－monitoring．The ski11oi dκ〃m’oc〃。ηmay

also be a way of getting students to use what they know about language to get around
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words they don’t know by producing new words．For examp1e，ir they don’t know the word

‘inabi1ity1，but produced‘unableness’instead it would a11ow them to express their meaning．

At O」』C students in discussion classes are a1ways urged to communicate，not excessively

worWing about the accuracy of their utterances．That is because comm〃〃。α’oηis the

purpose or the1esson．These methods might allow students to communicate meanings but

they would have little e肘ect on the acquisition of accurate vocabulaW．They can therefore

be discounted as ways of fostering productive use of vocabulaW．A diflerent kind of

circumlocution，which actually enhances vocabulaワacquisition is used in the Introducto収

unit ior」discussion at O』」C．1n this exercise leame帽are encouraged to’talk aroundI words

they do not know by using a definition of the word instead．

   In order to produce vocabulaly it is important to be able to retrieve what you know as

quickly as possible．Devices such as∫伽α〃。ηo’sets may help students to do this．

Situational sets are groups of words that are associated．They may be related to a particu1ar

situation，topic or location－For example，a situational set of vocabula収about conHict

reso1ution mighHnclude words such as comρ”om’∫e，ω肋dmωo’，ρ”ωo〃ηg，物η∫ceη”ηg，

emo〃。η∫oηd’5∫雌∫。Organizing words according to this method could be a useful aid to

students when they have to write about and discuss this topic．Another way of speeding up

vocabulaW retrieval are5emoηfた∫efs．These are ways that bring words together according

to various types or inferential re1ationships．For example，they may be grouped as

synonyms，such as comρmm’∫e andω加一ω加∫ゴ伽。fわη．antor■yms such as coη〃αandρeocθ，

and subordinates such asαη伽d州。fゴ。η∫and〃GO．h is possible that ir vocabulaW taught

at O』」C were organized and taught in the ways above，or in other suitable groupings

students wou1d begin to find their vocabu1a収not only expanded but they wou1d also be

able to find words they need more quickly．

   Fina11y leaming’砒た。’ρ片”α∫e5rather than individua1words might aid productive use

of vocabulaワ。Bolinger（1975）suggests that1anguage is often retrieved from memoW as

pre－assembled chunks．Lexical phrases may be composed of two or more words，They may

be two and three－word verbs，collocations，or compounds．They may be fragments of

sentences．1n addition though a whole idiom or a commonly used sentence might be

considered as one chmk of vocabulaψTo some extent this already happens at O』」C．ln

the Speaking Keys of the discussion course studen櫨are presented with pre－assembled

language and｛ragments of sentences to help them discuss topics．A1so vocabulaW items of

more than one word o肚en appear in vocabu1aW1ists．

   To conclude，While the ideas of context c1ues and teaching word morphology can

help O」」C students to improve their receptive vocabulaW，it seems un1ikely that the other

techniques suggested by the researchers above would be veW applicable to the learning

and retention of vocabu1aly at O」」C．As far as productive vocabula収is concemed，the skiH
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of circumlocution is already taught at O』」C，a1though in a diHerent sense to the way

researchers have suggested．Lexical and semantic sets seem a promising way of organizing

vocabulaW lists so that items are both easieHo leam，retain and produce－Encouraging

students to1eam lexica1phrases；pieces of vocabulaly which natura11y fit together t0

become one item，is also a possible direction to take in the composition of some word1ists

and may lead to better production of vocabulaly in both discussion and writing dasses．
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ApPemdix1

Schedule For Academic Vocabu1aW Class Summer Term2002

   Class l lntroductoワa」ssignment and fi肥t vocabulaワnotebook assignment－

   C1ass2 VocabulaW in context exercise on introductoW assignment．

           Vocabulary quiz on introductoW assignment．

           Vocabulaly notebook checking and corrections．

           Comments／Fu血her practice ol difficu1t／problematic words．

           Second vocabulary notebook assignment．

   Class3 Vocabu－aW in context exercise on fi耐vocabulaW notebook assignment

           VocabulaW notebook checking and corrections．

           Comments’Fu廿her practice of difficuH／problematic words

           Beginning ol cIass dictiona－y．

           Third vocabulaW notebook assignment．

   Cla船4  Vocabulaw Quiz on li帽t vocabulaw assignment

           VocabulaW in context exercises on second vocabulaワassignment

           Checking of third vocabuIaly assignment

           Comments／Further practice of di肘icult／problematic words．

           Fouれh vocabula収notebook assignment－

   C1ass5 vocabulaウQuiz on second vocabula収assignment

           Vocabulary in context exercises on third vocabula収assignment

           Checking o〔ourth vocabulaW assignment

           Comments／Fu肘her practice of diHicult／problematic words．

           Filth vocabulaW notebook assignment．

   Class6 VocabulaワQuiz on third vocabu1aワassignment

           Vocabula収in context exercises on fourth vocabulaW assignment

           Checking o川fth vocabulaワassignment

           Comments／Fuれher practice of di冊。ult／problematic words．

           Sixth vocabulaW notebook assignment－

   C1ass7 VocabulaW Quiz on fou廿h vocabula収assignment

           VocabulaW in context exercises on舳h vocabulaW assignment

           Checking of sixth vocabula収assignment

           Comments／Further practice of di肘icult／problematic words．

           Seventh vocabu1aW notebook assignment．

   Class8 VocabulaW Quiz on iifth vocabulaW assignment

           VocabulaW in context exercises on sixth vocabulaW assignment

           Checking of seventh vocabula収assignment

           Comments／Further practice ol diHicu1t／problematic words－

           Eighth vocabulaワnotebook assignment－

   Class g vocabulaw Quiz on sixth vocabulaリassignment

           Vocabula収in context exercises on seventh vocabu1aW assignment

           Checking ol eighth vocabulaW assignment

           Comments／Further practice ol di冊。ult／problematic words．

           Ninth vocabu1a収notebook a艶ignmenL

   Cla船10 VocabulaW Quiz on seventh vocabulaワassignment

           Vocabulaワin context exercises on eighth vocabulaW assignment

           Checking ol ninth vocabulaW assignment

           Comments／Further practice of di冊。ult／problematic words．
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